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Executive summary
This document is a quick start guide to the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation framework implementation, i.e.,
a design tool hereafter named BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit”. BRAIN-IoT Services Development
Toolkit is an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP).
The tool is composed of the Papyrus IoT-ML modeller, W3C WoT TD modelle, BIP modeller, AIML modeller,
and sensiNact data model modeller. These modelling languages and their modellers are integrated within a
same UML and Eclipse framework. More information on the underlying modelling languages can be found in
D3.5. In addition to these modellers, BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit offers Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) tools for purposes such as model checking, model verification, code and interface description
generation, and monitoring.
This document shows how to download, install, launch, and create a first IoT-ML model with BRAIN-IoT Services
Development Toolkit. We show how the model can be annotated with concepts of W3C WoT TD and sensiNact.
Then the model can be refined as system software components which are represented in the BIP modelling
and analysis framework for code generation. Finally, this document shows the work have been done for the
final version of the tool. These MDE tools in development exploit the model for metadata generation and add
Models@runtime functionalities, i.e., monitoring and quick post-deployment behaviour prototyping through
models.
Major changes from D3.4
This document is an update of “D3.4 Initial Tools for Dependant Smart Behaviours”. It contains major additions
compared to D3.4. In the next list, we describe such major changes, section by section.
-

Section 1 has an updated BRAIN-IoT architecture in which BRAIN-IoT Services Development Tool is
included. Section 1 now also contains an architecture of the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Tool,
with its different functionalities. The satisfaction of technical objectives, by the functionalities, is given.

-

Section 2 has trimmed download and installation instructions, to make them more straightforward.

-

Section 3 has an updated IoT-ML example model.

-

Section 4 is new. It describes the TD functionalities.

-

Section 5 has updated information on the refinement of the system model, in IoT-ML, to a software
model, in BIP.

-

Section 6 is new. It describes the sensiNact functionalities.

-

Section 7 is new. It describes the monitoring functionalities.

-

Section 8 is new. It describes the AIML functionalities.

-

The conclusion is updated in Section 9.

To estimate the novelty of D3.8, we consider that IoT-ML represents 1 functional unit, TD 2 functional units
(modelling language and JSON-LD generator), BIP Java generator 1 functional unit, sensiNact 2 functional units
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(modelling language and sensiNact DSL generator), monitoring 1 functional unit (because it is a re-use and
integration of 2 existing functional units), and AIML 2 functional units (modelling language and Keras
generator). Therefore, the new functionalities of D3.8 represent about 78% of the total functionalities of the
final tools for dependable smart behaviours.
In the end of the document, we attached Appendix – M18 review commemnts addressement. There, we have
answered comments received from M18 review, and the relevant sections that further clarify the raised
comment are also indicated.
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1

Introduction

In this section, we will first display the work scope of this deliverable within the overall BRAIN-IoT functional
architecture, then the technicial objectives will be introduced. Followed by that, an oveview of the technical
functionalities implemented in this deliverable will be presented, and the requirements they address are also
mapped.
1.1

Scope

Figure 1 shows the place of the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit tool within the global BRAIN-IoT
functional architecture. The BRAIN-IoT architecture is explained in detail in the WP2 and WP6 deliverables. As
we see, BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit helps develop applications, and their interface descriptions,
to be pushed to the BRAIN-IoT repositories. Then, once these applications are deployed at runtime, they can
be monitored with components of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit.

Figure 1: BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit in BRAIN-IoT architecture

The purpose of this document is to show how to download, install, launch, and create a first IoT-ML system
model with BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit (Section 0, and Section 3). Throughout the document, we
will use a didactical version of the BRAIN-IoT case-study models. We then show how to use the TD
functionalities (modeller and JSON-LD generator) to help deployment by specifying and generating the metadata of devices and applications to be developed and deployed (Section 4).
This document also shows how the IoT-ML system model is refined as a more as a software model in the BIP
modelling and analysis framework for model checking and Java code. (Section 5). In the same manner, we show
the experimental AIML (Section 6) to develop neural networks during software development.
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Finally, the usage of sensiNact functionalities (modeller and sensiNact DSL generator) and monitoring
functionalities are described for post-deployment fast-prototyping and supervision. (Section 7 and Section 8).
1.2

Technical objectives

The functionalities of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit, to be introduced in section 1.3 , aim to fulfil
the following defined BRAIN-IoT project objectives:
UTO1.

Facilitates the specification and design of complex IoT systems:
1

Modelling Language for IoT and CPS service composition enabling the creation of mashups of
existing and new IoT services communicating with different protocols.

The modelling languages, described in D3.5, answer this technical objective. As a reminder, IoT-ML is a DSML
for IoT system modelling. It benefits from the UML structured class’ approach to composition: components,
ports, interfaces. It adds the ability to specify typical IoT system properties. Components can be modelled and
re-used as part of model libraries. IoT-ML can be specialized for one particular middleware, such as the
sensiNact specialization. TD enables further specification of protocols to interact with the components. BIP
enables software-level composition and the ability to add formal properties.
The added-value of the modelling tools, for these modelling languages, is that the tools make the languages
deployable in a real development context. The tools facilitate specification and design. Complexity is managed
because the tool generates a common baseline model on which to annotate properties of each individual
language.
2

Toolchain leveraging the defined modelling language to specify the interactions between IoT
services, as well as the behaviour logic implementing the orchestration of such services.

This objective is answered by the modelling languages, presented in D3.5. In the same manner as UTO1.1, the
global objective of facilitating specification, design, and complexity management, cannot be achieved without
the modelling tools.
UTO4.

Complex IoT systems validation and safety enforcement:
1

Digital twins of IoT/CPS resources and statistical models of IoT scenarios to validate the system
in a safe (co-)simulated environment.

The modelling tools of the UML-based languages have integrated model validators to avoid incompatible (e.g.,
incompatible interfaces) and incomplete designs (e.g., missing data types). The behaviours specified in the
UML-based languages, can be simulated with execution engines [Moka] because they are conforming to UML
semantics [fUML, PSCS, PSSM] The BIP framework performs model checking of formal properties, before code
generation. Logical physical device models can be refined as SystemC models for simulation.
2

Models@Runtime monitoring functionality for supervisioning modeled critical systems at
runtime.

After deployment, if the applications expose RESTful API, they can be directly interacted with through sensiNact
Studio. Through the sensiNact DSL, sensiNact applications can be written. Such applications interact with the
already deployed applications through their RESTful API. The sensiNact DSL code can be generated from UML
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state-machines in IoT-ML models. The state-machines can be monitored, and animated, with the existing
Papyrus state-machine monitoring functionality
1.3

Technical introduction

This document is a quick start guide to the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation framework implementation, i.e.,
a tool for dependable smart behaviours design, hereafter named “BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit ”.
The design tool is composed of several modellers: IoT Modeling Language (IoT-ML) and its extensions (TD and
sensiNact) based on the Unified Modelling Language (UML), BIP formal modelling, and AI Modeling Language
(AIML). The tool also has a number of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [MDE] tools exploiting models for
purposes such as model checking, model verification, code and metadata generation, and monitoring through
a Models@runtime [M@R] approach.
More information on the underlying modelling languages can be found in D3.5. We highly recommend to read
the introductions to the modelling languages as we will not go into their details in this document, and some
terminology of such languages will be used. Rather, this document shows how to use the modeller tools and
related exploitation tools.
BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) [Eclipse_RCP] that has been
built with all the required functionalities packaged as one tool. As such, this document will use a lot of the
Eclipse terminology (e.g., workspace, project). Readers are advised to be familiar with the Eclipse Integrated
Development Environment. BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is composed of the functionalities shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Architecture BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit functionalities

The functionalities presented in the Figure 2 are provided from BRAIN-IoT Exploitation Assets (see
D7.7), the functionalities marked in green are guaranteed in the product BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool,
the functionality of sensiNact Studio is as an individual exploitable asset, the same as BIP to Java
Generator. Instead, the functionalises marked in red are provided by the product BIP-MV Tool. In
the next paragraph, we will justify the existing functionalities which lay the foundation of the
BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit and its extensions, as well as new developments within
BRAIN-IoT project.
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BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is built upon a platform of existing functionalities. Such functionalities
either act as core framework for BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit or they are integral parts of BRAINIoT Services Development Toolkit that are exposed as functionalities to the end-user. In BRAIN-IoT, the effort
was put on integrating these functionalities together.
•

Papyrus UML Modeller, SysML, and MARTE as the core modellers for UML-based embedded
systems modelling. These are the only modellers for the OMG-standard specifications of these
languages. Papyrus UML allows to build UML profiles with stereotypes extending UML metaclasses. In
a model, once the stereotype is applied on a model element, the user can give values to the
stereotype’s properties, therefore adding additional information which could not be specified with
UML. SysML and MARTE are UML profiles for, respectively, system engineering and embedded systems
engineering.

•

IoT-ML Modeller as the core modeller for IoT systems. Such a functionality is an integral part of the
modeller functionalities of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit. It implements the IoT-ML UML
profile. IoT-ML modeller is the only standard UML implementation of the IoT-A reference architecture
[IoT-A].

•

C++ IDE as the modeller for BRAIN-IoT physical layer modelling language which is based on SystemCTML. It supports the simulated IoT devices modelling to enable the system behaviour model validation
before deploying to the realtime infrastructure.

•

State-Machine (SM) Monitoring for user friendly runtime monitoring of device states. Such a
functionality is part of the monitoring functionalities of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit.
Animated state-machine monitoring is a classic feature, also available in modelling tools such as IBM
Rhapsody [Rhapsody].

•

sensiNact Studio for user friendly runtime monitoring of property values. Such a functionality is part
of the monitoring functionalities of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit.

•

BIP-SMC is a Statistical Model Checker, a tool for formal modeling and statistical analysis of systems
exhibiting stochastic behaviours. It allows the model verification before generating the application
source code.
The following list describes the new functionalities developed in BRAIN-IoT. We also highlight their
benefits and novelties w.r.t. existing approaches. We make some very specific implementation choices
in this deliverable as it focuses on a concrete tool that must interact with the BRAIN-IoT platform. For
example, choices such as TD and sensiNact are inherited from the choices in the BRAIN-IoT platform
developed in WP4.

•

TD UML Modeller. This is the implementation of the UML profile for TD, which is included in IoT-ML
as an extension. The functionality’s goal is to have a UML-based modeller for TD. It therefore simplifies
directly specifying TD properties in UML models, on same elements which may contain other
information (e.g., IoT-ML properties, sensiNact properties). To our knowledge, this is the first modeller
for TD adapted to a standard software modelling language such as UML.
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•

TD UML to JSON-LD. This generator translates UML models, with TD properties, to a JSON-LD
representation of the same TD. The functionality thus helps deploy the TD specified in UML models.
To our knowledge, this is the first UML to TD in JSON-LD generator.

•

sensiNact IoT-ML Modeller. The is the implementation of the sensiNact UML profile that extends IoTML. The functionality’s goal is to have UML-based modeller for sensiNact. It therefore allows to specify
concepts and properties of a very specific middleware ontology, like sensiNact, within a same, more
generic, IoT-ML model that may serve other purposes. The work done on sensiNact modeller, in this
project, is the first attempt to specialize IoT-ML, and therefore IoT-A reference architecture, for a
particular middleware environment.

•

sensiNact IoT-ML to sensiNact DSL Generator. This generator translates UML state-machines to
sensiNact DSL-described behaviours. It thus helps deploy sensiNact applications. The goal of sensiNact
applications, which only need RESTful APIs to interact with runtime, is to help quickly prototype a
behaviour, and test it with sensiNact Studio. The user therefore does not need to go through the whole
process of software model refinement and code generation / coding. For obvious reasons, this is the
only UML to sensiNact DSL generator.

•

AIML Modeller. This is the implementation of an experimental UML profile for neural network
modelling. As a reminder of D3.5, the language serves the purpose of supporting smart behaviours of
neural network nature, rather than just state-machine based behaviours in their structural IoT system
model. This functionality’s goal is to evaluate the possibility of UML-based modelling of neural
networks. The purpose is also to evaluate how UML-based modelling can or cannot help federate
neural network frameworks’ concepts for non-specialists. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at
fostering neural network development with the standard UML.

•

AIML to Python Keras Generator. This functionality translates an AIML model into Python code using
Keras libraries to build neural networks.

•

BIP Modeller. This functionality is developed to support the BIP modelling language.

•

BIP to Java Generator. This is a new code generator for the BIP software models. It helps deploy statemachine based formal software models, which have been formally validated before deployment. For
obvious reasons, this is the only existing Java generator for BIP models.

1.4

BRAIN-IoT Requirements addressed by the technical functionalities

The tables blow show that the functionalities described above have fulfilled the defined requirements in D2.7
including functional requirement and design requirements. As a reminder, the column US(SRS/CIS) indicates
in which scenario the functionalities have been used, and SRS represents the “Service Robotic Scenario”,
instead, CIS stands for “Critical Water Infrastructure Scenario”.
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Table 1 – Functional Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit

REQ ID

Functional Requirements
Project
Description
Objectives

RAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
shall support the
REQ-MVFdescription
and integration
F05
of the system models at
different abstraction level.

UTO 1.2
UTO 4.1

BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
shall support graphical
REQ-MVFhuman-friendly monitoring
F06
of component models and
system configurations.

UTO4.2

REQ-MVFF07

BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
shall provide the ability of
AI module validation.

BIP to Java Code Generator
shall allow the generation
of behaviour software
REQ-MVFF08
implementations that can
be deployed on the
runtime infrastructure.
BIP to Java Code Generator
shall allow the generation
of behaviour software
REQ-MVFF09
implementations which
reflect the modeled
behaviour.
BIP-MV tool shall allow the
verification of functional
and non-functional
properties of the system
REA-MVFF10
based on model checking
and/or simulation
techniques before code
generation.

REQ-MVFF11

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

The Brain-IoT platfform
shall support the modelling
of distributed intelligence
systems

UTO 1.2

UTO1.1

Relevant
functionality(s)
IoT-ML modller,
BIP Modeller,
C++ IDE,
TD UML Modeller,
sensiNact IoT-ML
Modeller

SM Monitoring,
sensiNact Studio

AIML modeller,
AIML to Python Keras
Generator

UC(SRS/CIS)

SRS, CIS

SRS

CIS

BIP to Java Code
Generator

SRS

BIP to Java Code
Generator

SRS

UTO 4.1

BIP-SMC

SRS

UTO 1.2

BIP modeller,
BIP to Java Code
Generator

SRS

UTO1.2

UTO1.1
UTO1.2
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Table 2 – Design Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit

REQ ID

Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ-MVF-D06

RAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
shall support the
description and
integration of the system
models at different
abstraction level.

REQ-MVF-D07

Papyrus modeling tool
shall be extended to
support the formal
representation of
partially/complete IoT
system in BIP model.

Project
Objectives

Relevant
functionality(s)

UC(SRS/CIS)

UTO1.1

IoT-ML Modeller
BIP Modeller,
C++ IDE

SRS, CIS

UTO 1.2

UTO1.1
IoT-ML Modeller

SRS. CIS

UTO1.2

REQ-MVFD08

Papyrus modeling tool
shall be extended to
monitor the IoT device at
runtime by integrating
with sensiNact.

UTO 4.2

SM Monitoring,
sensiNact Studio

SRS, CIS

REQ-MVF-D09

Papyrus modeling tool
should be extended to
support the validation of
syntactical and semantic
compatibility between AI
modules modeled in the
language.

UTO 1.1
UTO4.1

AIML Modeller
AIML to Python
Keras Generator

CIS

REQ-MVF-D10

The generate artifacts
shall follow the OSGi
specification and the
event mechanism
provided by the
execution platform.

UTO1.2

BIP to Java Code
Generator

SRS

REA-MVF-D11

BIP-MV tool should be
integrated with SMC-BIP
to support the simulation
of the components
behaviors and
interactions

UTO4.1

BIP modeller,
BIP-SMC

SRS
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2

Download, installation, and launch instructions

The easiest way to install the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is to download its Eclipse RCP in [BRAINIoT_Designer_CI].
Once BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit has been downloaded, extract the archive somewhere. This
location is the installation path of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit so extract it somewhere relevant.
Launch the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit by executing papyrus-iotml at the root of the installation
path. Upon first launch you should get the prompt to choose a workspace:

Figure 3: Workspace prompt

The workspace of Eclipse is a folder where metadata of Eclipse is stored. Metadata store a particular
configuration of Eclipse, e.g., views preferences. Newly created Eclipse projects are also stored in this workspace
folder by default.
After launching BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit, several functionalities must be installed. In this
document we reference their installation instruction pages.
Installation of BIP (private repository, on-demand to consortium):
https://git.repository-pert.ismb.it/BRAIN-IoT/bip_to_java/tree/master/or.verimag.feature.bip.update
Installation of sensiNact Studio:
https://wiki.eclipse.org/SensiNact/studio-installation
Installation of AI Modeling Language and its Python code generator: Import into BRAIN-IoT Services
Development Toolkit, as Eclipse existing projects, every plugin from the following Git repository, “aiml” folder.
https://git.eclipse.org/c/papyrus/org.eclipse.papyrus-designerextra.git/commit/?id=17421ad4e9c847d9d6b58c233f08bf01c86fcad3
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Some functionalities are built from source and therefore demands launching an Eclipse runtime which has all
the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit functionalities, plus those that were built from source. To launch
an Eclipse runtime, you may follow the instructions below, replacing Java application with Eclipse application.
https://help.eclipse.org/2020-06/index.jsp?topic=%2Forg.eclipse.jdt.doc.user%2Ftasks%2Ftasks-java-localconfiguration.htm
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3

Creating a first IoT-ML model

Once BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is launched, make sure the Papyrus perspective is chosen. By
default, BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit launches in the Papyrus perspective. You may change the
perspective to Papyrus by clicking on its icon in the upper-right hand toolbar. The Papyrus perspective reorganizes the Eclipse views so they are suited for modelling work in Papyrus.
To showcase BRAIN-IoT, in this deliverable we shall focus on the model that represents a scenario of the Service
Robotics use-case. In the scenario, the robots start in a docking area. When an orchestrator sends a robot a
pickup request, it goes to an unload area to pick up some carts, identified by QR codes. Once it identifies a
cart, it sends the cart’s QR code to the orchestrator. The orchestrator then tells the robot to move the cart to a
storage area A or B. Once the robot has moved the cart to the correct area, it returns to the docking area, ready
for its next pickup request. While moving the cart, the robot may encounter some obstacles such as a closed
door. It sends the QR codes of such objects to the orchestrator, which may then proceed to clear the way (e.g.,
by requesting the door to open).
The model of the Service Robotics scenario can be created from the library of examples:
File > New > Example… > Papyrus Examples > Robotics Example Model > Next > Robotics
> Finish

Figure 4: BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit example model creation dialog

The new example model is created in the Project Explorer view. Open the Robotics project and doubleclick on Robotics model.
The model can be navigated in the Model Explorer view. This view shows all model elements as a tree. In
particular, you may navigate to diagrams in the Model Explorer. Another option to open diagrams is simply
clicking them on the Welcome page.
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Open the diagram with the qualified name below. Figure 5 shows its location in the Model Explorer.
ServiceRobotics::LocalGateway::LocalGateway

Figure 5: Opening the LocalGateway diagram in the Model Explorer

By opening the diagram, the user will be presented with the full BRAIN-IoT modelling UI based on the Papyrus
modelling UI. This UI is annotated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit modelling UI

In Figure 6, there are UI elements for the edition of the diagram:
1.
2.
3.

CSS-enabled diagram editor: the editor shows the diagram representing elements of the model. The
editor enables applying CSS style sheets to customize visualisation.
Diagram palette: the diagram palette contains tools to create model elements in the diagram.
New diagram/table: the new diagram/table menu allows to create diagrams specific to the language.

In Figure 6, there are also UI elements for the edition of the model itself. In the following, when a profile must
be implemented, the following UI elements must be implemented:
4.
5.
6.

Model explorer: the model explorer shows a hierarchical view of the model elements that are not
graphically represented in diagrams.
New child: the new child menu allows to directly create model elements of a language without using
diagrams.
Properties view: the properties view of a language allows to edit the properties of an element selected
in a diagram or the model explorer.

Now let us describe the content of the model presented in its diagrams.
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Figure 7: LocalGateway internal structure diagram

This composite structure diagram in Figure 7 shows the internal structure of the LocalGateway system. As
we see, it is composed of an Orchestrator, connected to a Robot and a Door. The parts are connected
through ports and connectors. Coloured ports show end points where a component provides services. This
model specifies that Robot handles pickup requests, area requests (move to an area), and sends detected
objects to the Orchestrator. The Door allows the Orchestrator to control it.
We will now focus on the Robot class. Open the diagram Figure 8 with the following qualified name:
ServiceRobotics::Robot::Robot::Robot

Figure 8: Robot internal structure diagram

This composite structure diagram in Figure 8 shows that the Robot delegates requests to a
RobotControlService.
Open the diagram of Figure 9 with the following qualified name:
ServiceRobotics::Robot::Services::RobotControlService::RobotControlService
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Figure 9: Partial RobotControlService internal structure diagram

This diagram in Figure 9 shows that the RobotControlService provides a number of resources. These
resources are either sensors, providing data values, or actuators, allowing to control the Robot either logically
or physically.
So far most of the, elements we have seen in the diagrams, are basic UML elements. Not only can we not
specify typical IoT properties, like hardware / software properties, but the elements have no particular semantic
meaning (e.g., they are only UML classes and parts).
IoT-ML is a UML profile extending UML for the IoT domain. Its stereotypes are applied on the classes of the
UML models we have seen. For example, the LocalGateway is a <<Gateway>>. This allows us to specify
more properties on the hardware supporting the LocalGateway. The Robot is a <<VirtualEntity>>, to
specify that it is a software representation of some physical device. Thus we only care about specifying its
software elements, like API. In the same way, the resources are <<OnDeviceResources>>.
Now we shall focus on the behaviour of the Robot. Open the following diagram, shown in Figure 10:
ServiceRobotics::Robot::Robot::RobotStateMachine::RobotStateMachine
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Figure 10: Robot state machine behaviour

The state-machine diagram in Figure 10 shows the Robot’s global behaviour. The main behaviour to take away
is that the Robot starts in a Charging state. When its uncharge operation is called from the Orchestrator,
it will autonomously proceed to patrol. Patrolling consists of two parallel behaviours.
In the first behaviour, the Robot will continuously poll its sensors for object detection and publish any object
detected in messages. Note that the Orchestrator subscribes to the objects detected messages. If an object
is detected, and it is a Door, the Robot is Stopped. It will wait for the Orchestrator to open the Door, before
sending it a message to continue.
In the second parallel behaviour, the Robot is in a loop where it waits for requests to go to the unloading area,
waits for requests to tell it what to pick up, then picks up the cart and moves to the storage area to place it.
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Afterwards it waits for a request to go back to the docking area, thus ending the loop. During the whole
process, the robot publishes its operations and positions to the Orchestrator.
From a modelling points of view, the transitions between states are triggered by incoming call operation events
from the Orchestrator. Behaviours in separate regions of a composite state are run in parallel and they start
when the composite state is entered. Transitions that are triggered may have some effects that usually send
messages to the Orchestrator through the ports of the Robot connected to the Orchestrator.
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4

Modelling TD and generating TD in JSON-LD

In this section, we shall first see how to model TD concepts, in a standard UML model, and specify their
properties. Modelling is achieved through the TD UML profile, applied on the same IoT-ML system model
presented in Section 3. As a reminder, this IoT-ML system model is a standard UML model with the IoT-ML
profile applied on it, to specify additional IoT domain properties. Both models then co-exist. We will show how
a TD in JSON-LD can be generated from the model.
4.1

Modelling TD concepts

A TD model must be conforming to its meta-model [WoT_TD_Spec]. Some of the concepts of the meta-model
in [WoT_TD_Spec], like Property and Action, can be mapped to metaclasses of the UML meta-model. Therefore,
to model TD in UML, we use its TD UML profile. The profile has stereotypes, representing TD concepts, that
extend UML metaclasses. This mechanism ensures the conformance of the model to both language
specifications.
In the IoT-ML model created in Section 3, the Robot is a Thing [WoT_TD_Spec]. The class is then stereotyped
<<Thing>> from the TD UML profile. This is done in addition to any existing stereotypes that are applied on
it.
Click on the Robot in the Model Explorer. You see its <<Thing>>properties in the Properties view,
Profile tab, as shown in Figure 11. Note that to apply a stereotype on a UML element, the Plus button in
Figure 11 must be clicked. A list of applicable stereotypes, from their respective UML profiles, are then
displayed.

Figure 11: Properties of <<Thing>> stereotype

From the Properties view, the user can check the actions of the Robot. The elements referenced in that
stereotype property are operations, owned by <<Thing>>, and stereotyped <<ActionAffordance>>. By
stereotyping the operation, we make TD information co-exist with design elements. This property is derived. It
means it is automatically updated, as shown by the slash next to the property. The events of the Robot are
also derived from its owned signal receptions stereotyped <<EventAffordance>>.
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4.2

Generating a TD in JSON-LD

In the previous section, we have seen how to model TD concepts in an IoT-ML model, while staying conform
to UML and compatible with IoT-ML and TD stereotypes. In this section we shall see to generate the TD in
JSON-LD so it the textual description can be embedded for deployment.
To generate the JSON-LD TD for the Robot:
Right-click on Robot in the Model Explorer > Designer > Generate WoT TD
The JSON-LD file is generated in the folder ServiceRobotics/Robot/ in the same project as the model. Figure
12 shows what the file looks like.

Figure 12: Robot TD in JSON-LD

We see that previously modelled properties are generated, even when they are hierarchical. In this example,
minimum properties have been specified in the UML model. This TD, in JSON-LD, is therefore some template,
conform to the UML system model. It can be completed as the Thing gets refined in the software development
step.
The generated TD in JSON-LD is expected to be used with the rest of the BRAIN-IoT platftorm. In D4.5, a ROS
Edge Node, developed in BRAIN-IoT, is described. This node integrates TD so the TD generated from the
system model can be used to automatically build the protocol binding stack of the ROS-based cyber physical
device.
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5

Modelling software in BIP and generating Java code

BIP [BIP] is a formal methodology framework that offers a formal software modelling language to describe
systems as connected components with state-machine-based behaviours. Designers can specify the interaction
between components, such as communication priorities. The BIP framework offers a number of tools that apply,
e.g., statistical model checking, and code generation on the model made in the formal language.
In BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit, IoT-ML models are to be refined to BIP models, when system
models are refined to software models. In the case of BIP, we target software models that have state-machine
based behaviours. There is a bijective transformation of IoT-ML structured classes, ports, parts, connectors, and
state-machines elements to the same elements in the BIP modelling language. The refinement in BIP consists
in adding implementation information such as task priority and interaction details.
The BIP software model can be used for model checking and then code generation. If constraints are verified
in the software design, this increases the dependability of the code. Within the project, a new Java code
generator for BIP was developed. This code generator complements the existing C and C++ code generator.
Figure 13 shows the equivalent model of Section 3, now described in the BIP formal modelling language
(textual modelling language). The textual model is shown in its BIP editor integrated in Eclipse (the framework
upon which BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is built).

Figure 13: BIP model of Service Robotics scenario

Figure 14 shows the implementation of the Java code generator for BIP models.
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Figure 14: BIP Java generator

Figure 15 shows the generated Java project with its Java files in Eclipse.

Figure 15: Generated Java code from BIP
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6

AI Modeling Language functionalities

Much like the BIP, AI Modeling Language (AIML) is used in software models. Therefore, in models that are
refined from the system model of IoT-ML, with its TD and sensiNact extensions. It has a different purpose to
BIP, which is used to develop dependable state-machine based behaviours. AIML is used to develop neural
networks.
It is an experimental take on evaluating how neural network development can be integrated in a UML
development environment. AIML is therefore a UML profile. It federates the similar layers that can be found in
both [Keras] and [PyTorch] frameworks.
In this section we showcase the functionalities of AIML though an example and the Python/Keras code
generator.
The AIML example model can be created from the library of examples:
File > New > Example… > Papyrus Examples > AIML Examples > Next > AIML Keras Model
> Finish
The new example model is created in the Project Explorer view. Open the AI ML KerasModel project
and double-click on kerasmodel model.

Figure 16 shows a TestModule class that represents a neural network model, thus stereotyped <<Model>>
from the AIML profile. Expand it, and you see it has a l1 property typed by Layer1. The latter is another class,
stereotyped <<Conv1d>>. This stereotype from AIML specifies that Layer1 is a convolutional 1 dimensional
layer.

Figure 16: AIML model with one Conv1D layer

By clicking on Layer1, the Properties view shows the attributes of the <<Conv1D>> stereotype that can
then be given values. This allows us to set the typical parameters of a convolutional 1 dimensional layer,
commonly found in frameworks such as Keras and PyTorch.
The Python code for this neural network module can be generated. The code uses the TensorFlow/Keras
libraries. To generate the code:
Right-click on TestModule > Designer > Generate code
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The code is a template describing the neural network architecture. It is expected to be modified, completed,
and changed by the programmers.
Throughout this work we have evaluated how neural network development can be integrated in a UML
development environment. The advantages of our approach is that it can federate different neural network
frameworks, through the extension of a standard software modelling language such as UML. Federation of
neural network development is a hot topic, with initiatives such as [ONNX, ACUMOSAI]. The main lack of our
approach is that the development tools, whether design or deployment, are much less mature than the existing
tools for machine learning frameworks. However, such tools are of course limited to their frameworks or specific
hardware [Kuchaiev19].
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7

Modelling sensiNact concepts and generating sensiNact applications

In this section, we shall first see how to model sensiNact concepts, and specify their properties, thanks to the
sensiNact UML profile, applied on the same IoT-ML model presented in Section 3. Then we will show how a
sensiNact application, in its sensiNact DSL, can be generated from the model.
7.1

Modelling sensiNact concepts

A sensiNact model is organized in a hierarchical container manner. In IoT-ML, the elements are not necessarily
contained in each other. In this section, through an example, we describe the modelling pattern to model
sensiNact concepts in an IoT-ML model.
We start with a service provider, which will provide services. Services then provide resources, which have
attributes and access methods. The goal is then to recreate this hierarchy in an existing IoT-ML model. Each
element of the hierarchy is either a new UML element or existing one that has the sensiNact UML profile’s
stereotypes applied on them. We will illustrate this modelling pattern with the Robot class.
In the IoT-ML model created in Section 3, the Robot is a service provider concept in sensiNact. That class is
then stereotyped <<ServiceProvider>> from the sensiNact UML profile. This is done in addition to any
existing IoT-ML and TD stereotypes that have been applied on it.
Figure 17 shows the model in the Model Explorer view of the UI. The Model Explorer view shows
elements of the model which were previously displayed in diagrams. The Robot class and its related elements,
that are used to model sensiNact concepts, are shown. The Model Explorer shows such elements in a
hierarchical tree view. This makes it easier to add properties to the elements, without the need to display them
graphically.

Figure 17: Model Explorer view of elements with sensiNact stereotypes applied on
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The Robot is stereotyped <<ServiceProvider>>, which is a stereotype from the sensiNact UML profile.
Click on the Robot, and you shall see its <<ServiceProvider>>properties in the Properties view,
Profile tab, as shown in Figure 18. Note that to initially apply a stereotype on a UML element, the Plus button
in Figure 18 must be clicked. A list of applicable stereotypes, from their respective UML profiles, are then
displayed.

Figure 18: Properties of sensiNact <<ServiceProvider>> stereotype

From the Properties view, the user can specify the services provided by the Robot. The elements
referenced in that property are classes, stereotyped <<Service>>, present in the Services package for the
Robot, also shown in Figure 17. In the same manner, the user can specify sensiNact Services (stereotype
<<Service>>) and the sensiNact Resources they provide.
The resources of the Robot are classes present in the Resources package in Figure 17. In our case, such
resources are <<SensorData>> or <<StateVariable>>. The properties of such stereotypes allow to
specify the attributes and access methods of the resource, in the sensiNact sense. Such properties reference
respectively UML properties and UML operations that are stereotyped <<Attribute>> and
<<AccessMethod>>.
Following the UML philosophy, to make the design more modular, we make the resource classes realize
modelled interfaces which contain operations. This allows us to re-use such interface specifications elsewhere
in the model, if necessary. Some of these operations, when they are realized by the resource classes, correspond
to the access methods to the resources.
7.2

Generating a sensiNact application

In the previous section, we have seen how to model sensiNact concepts in an IoT-ML model, while staying
conform to UML and compatible with IoT-ML and TD stereotypes. In this section we shall see how a statemachine modelled behaviour can use the sensiNact concepts we modelled, in order to specify the behaviour
of a sensiNact application. The code for this application, in sensiNact DSL, can then be generated and deployed
using sensiNact Studio.
Figure 7 shows the structural architecture of the system. An Orchestrator is connected to the Robot and
Door. This Orchestrator has a state-machine displayed in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Orchestrator state-machine

The Orchestrator‘s state-machine is a behaviour that follows the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) pattern. The
Orchestrator waits for some events, checks some conditions, and then performs some actions. In this case,
the events are sensor data published by the robot, to which the Orchestrator can subscribe. The conditions
are the state variables of the door and robot. The actions are action resources provided by the Robot through
its Robot Control Service. Note that these elements are the sensiNact concepts that we have previously
modelled for the Robot. For such reasons they can be used in the Orchestrator state-machine, because
the Orchestrator is connected to the Robot (Figure 7). This means the Orchestrator has access to the
Robot’s services, which provide its resources.
The state-machine can be translated into a sensiNact application, by generating the equivalent sensiNact DSL
code. To do this:
Right-click on the LocalGateway package class in the Model Explorer > Designer >
Generate sensiNact from model
The code is generated in a folder called sensiNact, present in the same Papyrus project as the model. Not only
is the sensiNact DSL code generated, we also generate XML descriptions of the sensiNact service providers
which have been modelled with the sensiNact UML profile. Such XML descriptions are used to develop
sensiNact service providers as Java code exposing RESTful API, e.g., the Robot code before it can be used by
the Orchestrator in a sensiNact application through only its RESTful API. Such code can of course be
bootstrapped with the Java code generator presented in Section 5.
Figure 20 shows what the sensiNact DSL code looks like for the part of the Orchestrator state-machine that
handles position change events. Not only is the behaviour code generated, but the resource importations are
also automatically handled by the generator, according to the modelled structure (Figure 7).
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Figure 20: sensiNact DSL code for the Orchestrator
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8

Monitoring functionalities

The monitoring functionalities of BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit allows the user to monitor the statemachine transitions of the deployed applications, and the property values of the devices. In the next sections,
we explain how to use both functionalities.
8.1

State-machine animated monitoring

To enable the state-machine monitoring, go the following preferences page:
Window (Eclipse toolbar) > Preference > Monitoring
Make sure the monitoring is enabled as shown in Figure XXX. You can change the network IP address of your
machine and the port on which you wish it to receive monitoring messages.

Figure 21: State-machine monitoring preferences page

Afterwards go the state-machine diagram already shown in Figure 10 and described in Section 3. To start or
stop monitoring this state-machine’s transitions, follow the next instructions, as shown in Figure 22:
Right-click on the state-machine > Monitoring > Start state machine monitoring
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Figure 22: Menu to enable state-machine monitoring

Once the monitoring is enabled, the state-machine should be animated like in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Animated state-machine under monitoring

As the state-machine monitoring functionality receives UDP messages from the application, it will animate the
state-machine accordingly, to show state transitions. Thus we needed to previously set an IP address and port
in the preferences page.
The UDP messages are expected to be sent by code instrumentation points. These points may be generated
Papyrus (out of the scope of this document), or manually written. The message must be conforming to the
following format:
TRANSITION | [UML qualified name of transition]
State-machine monitoring is a user-friendly animated monitoring of the applications’ current states, if the
applications have a state-machine based behaviour. The property values of the applications may also be of
importance to monitor. The next section describes such a BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit
functionality.
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8.2

Property value monitoring

To monitor property values, sensiNact Studio is of use. More information about sensiNact Studio can be found
in [sensiNact] and its online Wiki [sensiNact_Wiki].
Figure 24 shows the sensiNact Studio interface. On the left, in the Device Navigator, you see the devices (service
providers) connected to a sensiNact gateway. Simply expand the tree until you find a sensiNact property you
want to monitor. Drag and drop this property into the Visualizer view, on the bottom left. The value of the
property is periodically updated in real-time.

Figure 24: Property value monitoring in sensiNact Studio
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9

Conclusion

This document presented a quick-start guide to the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit tool, deliverable
D3.8, that implements the BRAIN-IoT modelling & Validation framework described in D3.5.
The BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit tool offers modellers for the IoT Modelling Language, W3C Web
of Things Thing Description, BIP state-machine modelling, AI Modelling Language (for neural networks design),
and sensiNact DSL. Such modelling languages were integrated together as UML profiles in order to allow
concepts, at different levels of abstraction, to exist within a same modelling framework, in a same system and
software model. The modellers for the profiles re-use UI customization mechanisms of the open-source
Papyrus modeller.
The models can be exploited for code generation and monitoring. Code generators allow us to transform the
information in the UML-based model to equivalent artefacts ready for deployment: TD JSON-LD generator,
Java code generator, Keras/Python generator, sensiNact DSL generator. Monitoring functionalities, based on
Papyrus and sensiNact, allow to visualize the changes in state-machines and the values of data at runtime.
As most BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit functionalities are integrated in Papyrus extensions, they will
be maintained in the future as part of the Papyrus release train. The next steps for the modellers is to add
additional modelling accelerators and UI/UX improvements. A future tighter integration between sensiNact
Studio and Papyrus will also offer a seamless design, deployment, and monitoring experiences in the IoT
context.
Perhaps the biggest perspective relies in the AIML. We wish to improve the AIML profile application so it is
better integrated with UML composite structure diagrams describing internal parts, ports, and connectors of
structured classes. We believe such a formalism is more adapted to neural network modelling. This would allow
the user to use such standard component-based models to describe modular AIs. A tight integration of AIML
with frameworks such as [ACUMOSAI] would then allow to deploy the components in a distributed system.
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Appendix – M18 review commemnts addressement
1. Development made by the project on top of PAPYRUS should be better described, and linked to
the objectives of the project.
A new architecture model of the tool is shown in Figure 2. In this architecture model, we show the dependencies
of the different components, whether they are newly developed components or existing components.
Components, newly developed in BRAIN-IoT, are highlighted in the paragraphs describing the figure.
The components are linked to the project objectives in Section 1.2.
2. Please note that features of the Modelling Tool are not features, but rather components that are
included.
Previously the word “feature” was used because of the Eclipse jargon of “Eclipse features”. We agree with the
“component” wording suggested by the reviewers. However since “component” is also a concept that exists in
the modelling languages (e.g., in IoT-ML and BIP), if reviewers agree, we propose to use the word “functionality”
when mentioning a functionality of the tool. Note that this is distinguished from the “function” concept in the
modelling languages.
3. Please also clarify relation to previous developments.
In Figure 2, we show the dependencies of newly developed functionalities. Please also see previous reply to
review comment 1.
4. It needs to be clarified how are capabilities of certain sensors/… /things defined.
Capabilities are defined with the W3C Web of Things Thing Description language (abbreviated as TD in the
rest of this document). The language itself is addressed in D3.5. In Section 4 of this document, we show how
the TD language was integrated as a UML profile, and then how we apply this UML profile to model properties
of a TD.
5. How the model semantics are derived?
Section 0 indicates that every language integrated in the tool are UML profiles. As such their added concepts
have to be conform to the UML semantics, as defined in [fUML, PSCS, PSSM].
6. How states of the robots are shared?
We are not entirely sure that we understand this question however we will try to provide an answer. We can
say that the robot state should be shared at runtime instead of the model. In the model, we can monitor the
state of the robot, as explained in Section 8.1.
7. How these entities are modelled before being displayed/included in the tool?
The entities should be modelled in the tool, with IoT-ML and its extensions which offer the capability to specify
additional properties. As IoT-ML is a UML profile, the modelled elements can be graphically displayed in UML
diagrams.
8. How about incorporation of security and safety mechanisms (relation to WP5 developments)?
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Non-functional properties of security and safety nature are not properly supported by IoT-ML and its
extensions. This is a limitation of the language. However, its TD extension has some properties to specify
security schemes. Furthermore, since IoT-ML can be applied on UML models, it is also possible to apply
dedicated UML profiles for security and safety (e.g., [ESF]) in the same model. This allows to specify additional
security and safety properties on the same element.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

BIP

Behaviour Interaction Priority

DSL

Domain-Specific Language

DSML

Domain-Specific Modelling Language

IoT-ML

Internet of Things Modeling Language

MARTE

Modeling and Analysis for Real-Time Embedded systems

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

SysML

System Modeling Language

TD

Thing Description

UML

Unified Modeling Language

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WoT

Web of Things
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